The health care market is substantially different from other fields of the economy. Therefore the behavior of health care providers operating in the health care market is different. This difference is related to the form of ownership. In general, the market is maximally oriented on a profit, but in the healthcare market there are several forms of ownership of medical organizations: Nonprofit, For-profit, State-owned, Public-private partnership. Such diversity is mostly due to the particularities of the medical market. However, there are predominantly two forms of ownership in Georgia: for-profit and state-owned.

The aims of the research: assess the role of non-profit hospitals in health care system; review the characteristics of non-profit hospitals, namely how their behavior differs from commercial hospitals; assess the situation in Georgia with regard to non-profit hospitals at the healthcare market; what recommendations could be provided to improve the existing situation?

**Material and methods.** Methodological basis for the study was the existing literature about non-profit hospitals, relevant legislation, normative acts of The Ministry of Labour, Health and Social Affairs, healthcare statistics and statistical data of the Center for Disease Control and National Bureau of Statistics of Georgia.

**Results and their discussion.** There are several forms of ownership of medical organizations: Nonprofit, For-profit, State-owned, Public-private partnership. Such diversity is mostly due to the particularities of the medical market. However, there are predominantly two forms of ownership in Georgia – for-profit and state-owned.

One of the forms of ownership of health care organizations is the state-owned, also called the public medical institutions. The owner of such an organization/institution is the state, both on the federal and municipal levels. Hence, there are federal and municipal hospitals.

Owners of private, commercial medical institutions are individuals. They are established for commercial purposes and the primary aim of such organizations is to gain a profit. These organizations themselves can be divided in several forms: Individual private enterprises, Limited liability companies, Joint-stock companies.

Contemporary hospitals were developed in the middle ages by religious organizations and local community unions, which were charitable entities. At the initial stage, hospitals were taking care for the poor population, orphans, mentally ill persons and patients with communicable diseases. The members of these societies did not have an adequate sanitary conditions in their homes for proper treatment. Unlike the poor, the rich and the wealthy had their own doctors and did not require the services of hospitals. Therefore in European countries, as well as in US, nonprofit hospitals were created in order to provide certain services to the poor and the deprived. Such hospitals were mostly funded by donations [4].

In the 20th century, the advancements in healthcare technologies led to the development of emergency and in-patient hospitals. As a result the role of hospitals was changed. The Hospital became a place for professional medical practice and appropriate treatment of patients. With the function of the hospitals changing, their funding mechanisms changed as well. If previously a significant part of the financing came from charity funds and donations, after the changes the expenses of the patients became the main source of revenue for the hospitals, in addition to state and private insurance companies. Thus, the charity hospitals became the nonprofit (non-commercial) hospitals [5].

The most widespread form of ownership of health care organizations is the nonprofit one. The advantageous development of nonprofit hospitals is evident in European countries (mostly characterized by universal health care system), as well as in more liberal states such as US (where health care is mostly considered as a medical market). In Europe, nonprofit hospitals make more than 70-80% of the hospitals. Similarly, in US, 57% of the hospitals are nonprofit, while 26% are state-owned (public) and private for-profit hospitals represent only 17%. Most of the physicians have private practice in profit and nonprofit hospitals [1].

**Fig. 1. Forms of Ownership of Hospitals in USA**


Contrary to the above-mentioned, only two forms of ownership has developed in Georgia. But, we should not disregard one important fact: before sovietization of Georgia, charity hospitals existed in Georgia as well. For example, in Tbilisi, on the place where the former 9th hos-
The patients tend to trust towards nonprofit hospitals more than for-profit ones, as the latter are not focused on the profit and doesn’t strive to take advantage of the patients’ lack of information.

In addition, the society overlooks the performance and governance of nonprofit hospitals. Their policy is more flexible for implementation of the activities such as provision of expensive medical service. In the non-profit hospitals doctors have more possibilities to independently define the hospital policy, service provision, purchase the need medical equipment and services. Due to this, non-profit hospitals better correspond to the financial interest of doctors. In contrast to this in profit hospitals the gain is basically divided between shareholders and state taxes; thus, the motivation of doctors is rather low. Therefore, the factor of trust, public benefit, and financial interest of doctors is main basis for high number of non-profit hospitals.

The popularity of nonprofit hospitals is evident in certain cases, as 70% of US patients prefer nonprofit hospitals, while only 13% go to for-profit ones. Even the medical personnel prefer the nonprofit hospitals, as the majority of them work in nonprofit health care institutions [1].

Profit and non-profit hospitals differ from each other in their organizational behavior. The aim of profit hospitals in contrast to non-profit hospitals is more precise, namely, to get as much profit as possible. The goal of non-profit hospitals is multiple, that makes their monitoring very difficult. Various stakeholders of non-profit hospitals – medical personnel, council members, managers, staff and society – they often have a very different and even conflicting goals. The approaches are different too as how to divide the gain of non-profit hospitals.

Profit hospitals try to define prices for medical service with the purpose of maximum gain [3,6,7]. Non-profit hospitals set such prices for medical services which cover the cost of provided services.

Legal forms of non-profit legal entities in Georgia

It was mentioned above that one of the reasons contributing to the development of nonprofit hospitals in the Western countries was the exemption from taxes. Thus, according to the internal revenue code/tax code of Georgia, nonprofit organizations, which undertake charity activities benefit from tax privileges. Charity organizations are exempt from corporate income tax.

Additionally, the civil code of Georgia defines the definition of nonprofit (non-commercial) entities/organizations: “organization, the aim of which is non-commercial, the primary motivational factor of which is not gaining profit, represents a non-commercial entity of public law”. Despite the fact that the non-commercial entity cannot, by default, oriented on commercial activity, it can engage in auxiliary economic activity. Profit gained from such activities should be used for achieving the ultimate aims of the entity and cannot be divided among or used by the founders, members, donors or the management of the entity.
Despite the fact that an entry about nonprofit entities and their exemption from taxes exists in the internal revenue code of Georgia, sheer existence on paper is not enough for the development of nonprofit hospitals in Georgia. As the nonprofit health care institutions in Georgia are underdeveloped, we can claim that there is a lack of motivation for the existence of such institutions. Further elaboration of tax benefits and privileges in the revenue code is necessary based on European experience. It is expedient to increase the role of nonprofit hospitals on Georgia’s health care market.

**Types of owners of hospitals in Georgia**

According to data from 2013, 88.6% of the hospitals are private-for-profit, among which 42% is owned by insurance companies, 29% by individuals, 18.4 by other types of companies and 8% is state-owned [9]. Mostly specific medical institutions and psychiatric establishments are state-owned.

More than 80% of hospitals are owned by three private insurance companies (Aldagi, GPI-holding, and Aversi/alfa). Private Insurance Company Aldagi owns 49% of the hospitals. Insurance Company GPI-holding owns 255 of hospitals. Insurance Company Alfa owns 17% of hospitals [9].

It is important to take note of the following problems of the health care sector of Georgia: Most hospitals have fewer than 50 beds (34% of the hospitals have between 11-20 beds; 17% - between 21-30; 41% - between 41-50). According by international experience, a hospital with fewer than 50 beds cannot become for-profit. It is equally important to highlight that certain types of health care services are not profitable, thus the owners of the hospitals have less interest to fund expensive services. Therefore, insurance companies that own hospitals may not bear expenses for such types of medical service.

Besides the above-mentioned forms of ownership of health care institutions, public-private partnership is also widespread in developed countries. Such ownership represents a partnership between the state and private owners aimed at reaching the priority aims of development of the health care system by dividing yield, costs and risks among themselves based on long-term, voluntary decisions. One of the forms of such a partnership is leasing the state property. In such cases, the state leases the buildings and facilities, as well as the equipment that it does not use to a private business.

It is worth noting that a public-private partnership in the health care system is being planned. Private enterprises will be obliged to co-operate with the state and manage, own and operate the hospitals based on the public-private partnership principle. Due to lack of legal base, the Ministry of Economy is currently working on the new legislation dealing with this matter.

**Conclusion.** Therefore, unlike regular markets, the health care market demanded the existence of different forms of ownership, which comprises private non-profit, private for-profit, state-owned, as well as public-private partnership organizations. The first steps taken towards public-private partnerships in Georgia are definitely a positive sign. However, it is necessary to promote other forms of ownership as well, particularly nonprofit health care organizations. On Georgian health care market the non-profit hospitals are few. It seems that there is no sufficient motivation for function of non-profit hospitals. Despite the fact that Tax Code envisages tax benefits, it’s only on the paper and doesn’t provide maximum result. Different forms of ownership of the medical organizations will increase the competition between different forms of ownerships, which will improve access to health care services. Most importantly, this will bring Georgia closer to the experience of the European countries.
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The health care market is substantially different from other areas of the economy and therefore the behavior of health care providers operating in the health care market is different, which is mainly related to the form of ownership. If the market is mainly characterized by the pursuit of maximum profit, medical services market has for some public good features. Because of this, non-profit hospitals in western countries are considered as an alternative form of commercial hospitals. The purpose of the research was to study the role of not-for-profit hospitals, and in this regard examine the situation of the medical market in Georgia.

The existing literature about non-profit hospitals, relevant legislation and statistical data, scientific articles, and other related works.

The majority of the hospitals in Georgia represent profitable organizations. 41.1% of the hospitals owned by private insurance companies, 29.1% by individuals, 18.4% by other types of companies, 3.1% by other forms and 8% is state-owned. In contrast to this, more than 50% of the healthcare system of West Europe as well as USA is composed of non-profit hospitals.

In Georgia there is no sufficient motivation for operating of hospitals as non-profit organizations. It is necessary to further adjust tax benefit in the Tax Code of Georgia and share European experiences. It is reasonable to increase the role of non-profit hospitals on the health care market that will increase accessibility to healthcare services for population and moreover. It will bring Georgian health care system close to the experience of civilized world.
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Рынок здравоохранения существенно отличается от других областей экономики. Поведение поставщи-
gamokh advertisement oto armisnebiis taxdidzme-
velos shesheb arsena dequmebis mowobanis dze-
shisi krimomis saxvelovris bchvelobis, shes-
hebis krimomis saxvelovris dze beritamivris tax-
dzmebis.

2013 wlis monacemebiT, saqarTvelos ar-
samomis sxvadu legsamebis fesetaleobis da-
leovris sheshebis arsena dequmebis: sxvage-
velo 41.1% zmigebis sxvadzevelo
dulovris, 29.1% - furmis omis, 18.4% -
samoxvelo dulovris, 3.1 - sheshebulos
dzvulovris, 0.1 - sxvadzevelo - 8%.

dulovris 

arahovis dze taxma dequmebis
arzamisnebis sxvadzevelo
dulovris 50%-shi meg."